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CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR NONLINEAR HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS
OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
VICTORIA YASINOVSKAYA
ABSTRACT. We proved the sharp Sobolev estimate for Cauchy data for the
general type of hyperbolic systems of nonlinear partial differential equations,
which leads to a local existence and uniqueness theorem for solutions of the
Cauchy problem in Sobolev spaces.

0. Introduction.
This paper gives an analysis of the local solvability of the
Cauchy problem for hyperbolic systems of nonlinear partial differential equations

of the general type:
(*)

e(x, Dmu(x)) = 0,

DÍ0ü(x0 = 0) = Wj,

j = 0,...,m-l,

where x £ R x RN, Dmu = {Dau\ \a\ < m), wd £ H™-j+x(RN),
e = (elt... ,en),
and u = (uf,..., un). In the scalar case it has been proven by P. A. Dionne [4]

that for any integer M > AT/2 + 1 + m there exists a unique solution of (*) in

L°°([-T,T}, H™c+N/2+1(RN)) for T small enough. In Hughes, Kato, and Marsden
[6] it is shown that local solutions for symmetric hyperbolic first order differential

equations exist for M > AT/2+ 1.
Bona and Scott have demonstrated
for the Korteweg-de Vries equation
ut + uux + uxxx = 0,

in [1] that for s > 2 the initial value problem
t > 0,

u(x, 0) = g(x) £ HS(R)

has a unique solution u £ Cq([0, oo), PS(R)).
All these results imply that for M > N/2 + 1 the general Cauchy problem (*)
may have a unique solution. Indeed, our major result is
Theorem
4. For M > N/2 + 1 the Cauchy problem (*) for hyperbolic nonlinear
systems has a unique local solution ü, such that

^u€C([-T,T},H^(RN))nL^([-T,T},HlMc^+x(RN)),

j = 0,...,m,

ifT is small enough, provided
(a)

e(x,y) £ c7°°(R xRw,Rrx-x

Rr)
n times

where
y = Dmu,
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and

(b)
the matrix E = (dei/dyja),

1 < i,j < n,

is invertible for ceo = m, where yja = DaUj.

This result is sharp since, as was proved by DiPerna [5] in a much more general
context, a continuous (with respect to t) solution to the Cauchy problem ut+uux =

0, u(0) = g does not exist if g £ Ha(R), \ < a < \.
Establishing Theorem 4 required the following steps. In §11 we construct a
quasilinear system equivalent to (*), applying the method of [4], generalized for
systems. Then in §111we further reduce it to a first order system which is solved
in §IV, where we apply an iterative method and derive energy estimates in order
to prove the existence and uniqueness of a solution.
The essential tools that made evaluation of M possible were the techniques of
pseudodifferential operators with HM coefficients which were suggested by M. E.
Taylor in [7] and paradifferential operators introduced by J. M. Bony in [2].
We consider the Cauchy problem for an n x n system:

(*)

e(x,Dmu(x))

= 0,

x = (x0,...,xN)GRN+x,

(1)

e, ü take values in Rn,

DqUj(xo = 0) = Wji,

i = 0,... ,m - 1, j = 1,... ,n,

with the following.
I. Hypotheses
Ux —

and notation.

,

U

— UQ Uf

D? = (éT>
Dmu3 = {Dauj\0<

We denote
... uN

,

i=0,l,...,N,
\a\ = |q0 + ûi + ■■■+ aN\ < m},

j = l,...,n.

Note that for each j, DmUj can be considered as a function taking values in Rr,
where

_ im + N +l\

r~ y

N+ l

_ (m + AT+1)!

J

(Af+ l)!m! '

Let yi = DmUi for i = 1,... ,n. Then y%= (ytl)...
can rewrite the system (*) as

e(x, y(x)) = 0,
(2)

where y = (yi,...

,ylr), yia = DaUi.

Then we

,yn) takes

values in Rr x • • • x Rr.

Let ekyia be the partial derivative of efc by yia, k = 1,... ,n; I = 1,... ,n; |a| < m.
Define e/^.(x, y) by the equation
r,

(3)

n

m

—ek(x,y(x)) = ekXi(x,y(x))+ Y, YI e^¿'
1=1 |a|=0

r,
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Since we are interested in local properties of the solution of (1), let

(x,y)£RxTNxRrx-

• x Rr
n times'

We suppose

(a) ek(x,y) £ C°°(X, Y),k = l,...,n,

whereX = RxTnand Y = Rr x ■■■xIT.
s

v

y

n times

(b) The matrix
elyia

elyia

e2yic.

e2j/2Q

•■•

e2ynQ

V enyia

enW2a

' ' '

enyna

E=

elyna

J

where a = (m, 0,..., 0), i.e. for oto = m, is invertible.
(c) The hyperbolicity condition is satisfied, i.e.

det £(tr)~-

kÄk

lk=0

has m purely imaginary, distinct roots ít3(x, £), j = 1,... ,m, where
' elyia

eiyia

' ' '

eiyna
i

\a\=m

\ „

a0=m-k

.

\CnVic

(d) Wij eHM-i+x(TN),
determined.

...

cny2a

îori = l,...,n,j

p

enyna

j

(ai,...,oín)

.

= 0,...,m-l,

with M £ R to be

II. Construction
of a quasilinear system. We want to construct a Cauchy
problem for a quasilinear hyperbolic system equivalent to (1). We use the method
of [4], generalized for systems.

(4)

Let

A(x,y,D) = E Aa(x,y,D)
l«l=o
/ elyia
elj/2a

=E

e2yla

e2y2a

\ enyia

eny2o

elyna

Da,

1*1-0

(5)

enynQ J

B(x,y) = (b-f(x,y),...,bN(x,y))
(
620,

\eno,

-e2x0,

enXQ,

-e2Xl,

•••)

-

e<iXN

snxN f
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where
m

(6)

ek0(x,y) = E

n

^2ekyiayia ~ek,

fc=l,...,n.

H=Ot=l

Let a = /3(a) + -y(a), where /3(a) = (ß0,ßi, ■■■,ßw) and 7(0) = (io,li,-■
such that
\ß(a)\<m-l,

■,1n),

\l(a)\ =0 if |q| < m- 1,
|7(a)| = 1 if |û| = m,
and for each 7(0) define k(a) as follows:

if |a| =m,then 7(0) = (0,..., 0,7fc(a), 0,... ,0),
if |a| < m —l,then k(a) = —1.
Let
U(x) = (Uik(x)) = (U-i(x),...,UN(x))

(7)

"1

"1X0

UlX!

"lxjv

U2

«2xo

u1xx

U2xN

unXQ

unXl

UnxN f

\un

1

i = 1,... ,n;k ——1,0,1,..., AT;
and
Wj(xf,...,xN)

= (W^ij,...,WNj)
( Wf-j

Wfj+f

DXlWf3

■■■

DXNWfj\

u>2j

w2j+\

DXlw2j

■■■

DXNw2j

wnj+f

DXlwnj

■■■ DXNwnj J

(8)

\w„j

j = 0, ...,m-

1,

be vector valued functions in R x TN and TN respectively. (Here functions wim =
D07lUf(xo — 0),... ,wnm — D0riun(xo = 0), which appear in (8) when j = m - 1,

are determined by (1).)
Now consider the Cauchy problem for the following quasilinear system of order
m:

(9)

A(x,DM°Wk,a),D)U = B(x,D^Ük(a)),
D30U(xo= 0) = Wj,

Here the components,

(7), k(a) = -1,0,1,...,
i = 1,... ,n.

where j = 0,... ,m - 1; W3• £ HM~^(TN).

Uikta), of Uk(a) are entries of the column k(a) in the matrix

N, and Dl3^a)Ulkf<a)are substituted

for yia in (4) and (5),

LEMMA 1. Cauchy problems (1) and (9) are equivalent.
PROOF. The n(N + 2) equations in (9) can be separated

into two different types.
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First type:

(10)

E J2e^^Dß{a)U^))Da^

= el0(x,D^Uk{a))

|a|=0»=l

for I = 1,..., n, which is
m— 1

E

n

n

^elyia(x,DaÜ)yia+

E

ja|=:0i=l

E^-^^^^a))0"^

\a\=mi=l

m— In

n

= E E>*«.w»
+ E E^^-^^^w^^t/^-e,.
|a|=0¿=l

|a|=mi=l

Here the first term on the left is equal to the first term on the right side of the
equation. By definition of ß(a) and k(a) the second term on the left and right sides
are also equal.

Second type:

(H)

E J2e^x'Dßia)u^))Dau^

= -eixMDau)

\a\=0i=l

where / = 1,...,

n; j = 0,...,
m—l

E

AT. We rewrite the last equation as

n

Ee^(*>öQtI)DQut:c.

|a|=0»=l
n

+ E

Y<eiy^D^Ük(a))D«ulX]

\a\=m

i=l

= -elXj(x,Dau).

Since D@(aWk(a) = Dau for |a| = m, where ü is a column (uf,...
(3) to see that equation (11) means

d
dx.

,un)',

we use

et(x, Dau) = 0.

We conclude that (10) and (11) are equivalent to (1). The second condition in (9)

is equivalent to hypothesis 1(d). Q.E.D.
III. Reduction
to a first order system. In order to solve (9) we reduce it to
a first order system as follows. Let us change notations: (xo, Xf,..., x¡<¡) = (t, x).
Multiply both sides of (9) by E~x on the left (see hypothesis 1(b)) and rewrite it

in the form
ßm

(12)

"î"1

ßi

d-^In-YàAm-l(t,x,D^Uk(a),Dx)—

U

= /(i,x,I>^a>«7fe(a)),
where Am-i(t, x,y, Dx) is a differential operator

of order m - i with top order

symbol Am_¿ and
f(t,x,D^Uk{a))

= E-xB(t,x,D^Uk(a)).
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Since the next step in the transformation of equation (12) will involve a pseudodifferential operator of a certain class (see [7]), we will give the following

DEFINITIONA. Let fi be an open subset of RN, m £ R. We define the symbol
class Sf^fi) to consist of the set of p(x, £) £ C°°(Q x RN) with the property that,
for any compact K C fi and any multi-indices a, ß, there exists a constant CK,a,ß

such that

\D^xDip(x,t:)\<CK,aAi + mr'H
for all a; £ if, £ £ RN.

In this case the operator p(x,D)

is said to belong to

OPSi"0(ft).
If, moreover, there are smooth functions pm-j(x, £), homogeneous of degree m—j

in £ for |£| > 1 such that

p(^o ~Epm-j(a:'£)
¿>0

where the asymptotic

condition means that
M

M-l
(fi),
p(x,o-J2pm-j(x>&eS™o~

3=0

then we say that symbol p(x, £) £ Sm(Q) and the operator p(x,D) £ OPSm(Ü).
We can now define the concept of a pseudodifferential operator on a manifold

M.
DEFINITIONB. p(x, D): C0X(M) -» c7°°(M) belongs to OPS^M)

(OPSm(M))

if p(x, £) is smooth on M and if for any coordinate neighborhood U in M with
X: £T—>0 a diffeomorphism onto an open subset 0 of RN, the map of Cq°(0) into

C°°(0) given by u i->p(x, D)(u o x) ° X"1 belongs to OP5f},(0) (OPSm(0)).
Now let ÍP = (dfdty-1 A.m~W, j = 1,... ,m, and A =' (1 - A)1/2 € OPS1.
Then (12) is equivalent to
( Ux\

(13)

d_
dt

( On

A„

On

On

An

On \

/cm
+

A„

\um )

\{bi) (M (h)

where 6,- = Am.J + f(t,x,P:1(Ux,...,
P,^ £ OPSs, s < 0.

/On\

On

(My yt/"-y V/ 7

t/™)',... ,P3„(UX,. ..,Um)\

Dx)èJ-

with

Each U3 in (13) is an n-vector, hence

Vt/™y
is an mn-vector. Each entry in the matrix of equation (13) is an n X n matrix, for
example, A„ = AJn, On = 0In, so (13) is an (m • n) x (m • n) system. Changing
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notation,

calling the column vector (Ux,...

,Um)t

U and the matrix

in (13) K,

write (13) with the initial data as

(14)

jtU = K(t,x,P1U,...,PlU,Dx)U

+ f(t,x,PfU,...,PiU),

where

/Am"1lVo\

, i.e. gj = AT-tWj-!,

V Wm-iJ
and the Wfs axe given by (8), and where P3 £ OPS0 and K(t, x, Uu ■■■,Ui, £) £

SK
IV. Solution of the first order hyperbolic
system. By hypothesis 1(c)
system (14) is hyperbolic, and in order to solve it we will use an iterative method
as follows. Given Î7 on R x TN with (7(0) = g, we define FU = V to be the solution
to the system

(15)

§-V = K(t,x,PfU,...,PlU,Dx)V

+ f(t,x,PfU,...,PlU),

V(0) = g
and find a fixed point of F, i.e. a function U such that FU = U on (-T,T)

x TN.

In order to treat this problem, it will be necessary to introduce pseudodifferential
operators with less than C°° symbols (see [7]) and paradifferential operators (see

[2])-

DEFINITION 1. We say p(x, £) £ HMS1m0(TN) and p(x, D) £ OPHMS1m0(TN)
provided

\\Dfp(x, 0II*m(t") < C(l + |£|)m-|a| for|a| < M.
If, morover, there are functions pm-j(x,
gree m - j in £ for | £| > 1 such that

£) £ üMS,ín0~J(TJV), homogeneous

of de-

p(i,o ~Epm-j(x'^)'
J>0

then we say that p(x, £) € HMSm(TN)

and p(x, D) £ OPHMSm(TN).

DEFINITION2. Let x(Q,v) be a C°° function defined on RN x RN\0, homogeneous of degree 0, such that for some small £i,£2, 0 < £i < £2, X^iV) = 1 for

|ö| < £i|t?|, x(9,v) = 0 for |0| > e2|r/|, and let s(r¡) be a C°° function from RN to
R which is 0 in some neighborhood of 0 and 1 outside of some compact subset of
RN. Let l(x, £) be a function homogeneous of degree m in £, C°° in £ for £ ^ 0,
with compact support with respect to x, and Cp in x for p noninteger. Define the
operator 7) on the space of distributions, V, as

(TmTd) = j x(£ - r/,r/)í(£- n, vWtiHv) dr¡,
where 1(9, £) is the Fourier transform of l(x, £) with respect to the first variable.
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DEFINITION 3. (a) For any fi C RN, m £ R, p > 0 and noninteger, we define
E™(fi) as the set of all functions l(x, £) in fi x (RN\0) such that
l(x, £) = lm(x, £) + lm-i(x, £) + •■• + lm-[p](x, £),
where lm-k(x, £) is homogeneous

of degree m - k in £, is C°° in £, and Cxp~ckin x.

(b) If 1(0 £ E™%t = 1,2, we define Z1# Z2£ E™1+m2 as

|a| + *:i+fc2<[p]

(c) If / £ E™, we define I* £ E™ as

r = E E ¿*W«-*|c|+fc<[p]

DEFINITION 4. Let fi be an open subset of RN and let L be a linear transformation in P'(fi), which is properly supported, i.e. for any compact if in fi there is
a compact K in fi such that

supp u C K =>■supp Lu d K

and

(supp u) n if = 0 => supp Lu n if = 0.
Then we call L a paradifferential

operator of order m and of class C in fi and write

L £ OP(E™)(fi) if there exists I £ E™(fi) such that for any compact if C fi and
any x £ Co°(fi) which is equal to 1 in a neighborhood of if, the operator L - xTxi
is a continuous map of elements of Hs with support in if to Hs~m+P. In this case

I is called a symbol of L.
The proofs of the following results are given in [2].

THEOREM 1. (a) If Le OP(E™)(fi), then L: HfSoc(n)-* ¿/"¿'¡'"(fi).

(b) If L £ 0P(E™)(fi), there exists a unique symbol I of L, i.e. a(L) = I.
(c) If V £ OP(E^3)(fi), j = 1,2, then LXL2 £ OP(E™1+m*)(fi) and
a(Lx-L2)

= o(Lx)#c(L2).

(d) If Le OP(E™)(fi), then a(L*) = (a(L))*, where L* is the adjoint of L.
(e) If L is a classical pseudodifferential

operator of order m, properly supported

in fi, with symbol

i(x,o~ E^-j^'f)'
J>0

then for any p > 0, L £ OP(E™) with symbola(L) = J20<j<[p]lm-jNOTE. If l(x, £) is such that lm-j(x, £) is in C1-3 as a function of x, then
L £ OP(E™) and a(L) = X)o<j<b] 'm-¿ where 7 is not an integer.
To return to our iterative method (15), we assume that U £ C([-T, T], HM(TN))

and d/y/di £ C([-T,T],

HM(TN)) for M to be estimated. Then

if(t,x,PfU,...,PU,Dx)

£ OPHMSxfi

and in order to solve the quasilinear hyperbolic system

(16)

^V = KV + f,

V(0) = g
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g £ HM(TN), we need to construct what is called

a symmetrizer for if.

DEFINITION5. Let if £ OPSl0smooth one parameter

Then a symmetrizer for (d/dt) - if is a

family of operators

R = R(t) £ OPS0, such that

(17)

Ro(t,x, £) is a positive definite matrix for |£| > 1,

(18)

Pif + (Pif)* £ OPS%.

If such a symmetrizer exists, one says d/dt —if is symmetrizable.
The proof of the following proposition can be found in [2].

PROPOSITION 1. Any strictly hyperbolic first order system d/dt —if, where
K £ OPSfQ, has a symmetrizer R and we have
k

(19)

R(t,x,Dx)= E Pj& x,DYPjit,x,D),
3= 1

(20)

0itK(t,x,t) = iJ2\j(t,x,t)Pj(t,x,tyPj{t,x,t)

modS0,

3= 1

where iXv(t, x, £) are eigenvalues ofKf(t, x, £), the principal symbol ofK, Xf(t, x, £)
< X2(t,x,£) < ■■• < Xk(t,x,£), and Pj(t,x,£)
£ S° are the projections onto the
associated eigenspaces ofiX3(t,x,£):

p3 = ^¡l

ií-Ki(t,x,t:))-ldc

where 7j is the circle around Xj only.
Now we are ready to prove the following result.

PROPOSITION2. If M > AT/2+ 1, then, given K £ OPHMSx(TN),

the hy-

perbolic system

(21)

dV/dt = KV + f,

V(0) = g

has a unique solution V £ C([-T,T},HM(TN))
C([—T,T],HM(TN)).
\\V(t)\\2HM <(l

for g £ HM(TN) and f £

Such a solution satisfies the estimate
+ C\t\)

&m4

fii/wiiL

Jo

where C depends on finitely many seminorms

1*1
< T>

of K £ OPHMSx(TN),

OPHMS°(TN), dR/dt £ OPHMS°(TN), and RK + (Pif)'

R £

£ OPHLS°(TN)

for some L < M, and on N but not on the order of the system.

The following inequality from the theory of ordinary differential equations will
be useful in the proof of Proposition 2.
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LEMMA 2 (GRONWALL'SINEQUALITY).If y £ Cx and yx(t) + f(t)y < g(t),
then

y(t) < e~ /o S(T)dT L + f g(r)eIo ><">dCT
dr .
Jo
PROOF OF PROPOSITION2. Since if £ OPHMSx(TN),
that the symmetrizer P £ OPHMS°(TN).

it is clear from (19)

Then we have the following asymptotic

expansions of the symbols if (i, x, £) £ HMSX and R(t, x, £) £ HMS°:

if (Í,i, £)~ E Ki-j(t,*>0. *(*>
ï. 0 ~ E R-3(*>zo
¿>0

¿>0

where K\-j(t, x, £) and R-j(t, x, £) are homogeneous functions in £ of degree 1 —j
and —j respectively and are in HM(TN) as functions of x. Then, by the Sobolev

imbedding theorem, ifi_j and R-j
Theorem 1 to conclude that

belong to CM~N/2(TN)

and we can apply

K(t,x,Dx)eOP(ZxM_N/2)

with a(K) = ¿~2o<j<[M-N/2]
^i-i(*i *i 0 and
P(i,x,£>x)£OP(E°Vf_7V/2)
with fj(P) = D0<J<[M_JV/2]R-j{t,x, £) for M - AT/2noninteger.
NOTE. In the case when M - Af/2 is an integer we can find some small e > 0,

such that M-N/2-e

> 1 (since by hypothesis M-N/2

> 1) and replace M-AT/2

by noninteger M —N/2 —e for all symbols above.

It follows that Pif £ OP(ZxM_N/2) with
a(RK) = R0Kf +

£

£

£

¿Z^P^^if^

l<|a|+ii+j'j<[M-JV/2]

where for each |a|, ji, and j2 the corresponding term is homogeneous of degree
1 - (|a| +J1+32) in £ and belongs to C[^-"/2]-(M+¿i+*i)(TJV)
in x. Hence

<r((Pif)*)
= EEEE

¿öf^Dfp—L^rfT—

l/3|+ |a|+ji+j2<[M-N/2]

= Poifi+

EEEE

^D¡D^R^D^Kf^

l<l/3| + |a|+ji+j2<[M-JV/2]

and since Kf(t,x,

£) has purely imaginary distinct eigenvalues for each (t,x, £), we

have

(22)
a(RK + (Pif)*) = o(RK) + o((RK)*)

=

E E E

-DtR-^K^

l<\a\+3\+h<[M-N/2\

+

EEEE

^¡D^R-^Kf^.
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Thus Pif + (Pif)* £ OP(YPM_N/2_f),which justifies the hypothesis that M >
AT/2 + 1. Applying Theorem 1 again, we conclude that

Pif + (Pif)*: HS(TN) -> H3(TN) as well as

R:Ha(TN)-+Ha(TN),

(23)

f)
dt

%-R:H3(TN)^Hs(TN),

and

if: HS(TN) -» HS~X(TN)

for any s £ R.

Now we can obtain the energy estimate for V solving (21). We write

jt(RV,V) = (RVt,V) + (RV,Vt)+ (RtV,V)

(24)

= (RKV + Rf, V) + (RV,KV + f) + (RtV,V)
= ((Pif + if *R)V,V) + (Rf, V) + (RV,f) + (RtV,V)
c\\f\\h.
<Cf\\V\\h+C2\\f\\h<C(RV,V)-

Applying Gronwall's inequality

(Lemma 2) to this yields

(25)

+ C7|í|)

r(í)||i2<(l

\g\\h+Jo[ H/t?

dr

for te[-T,T\.
More generally, differentiating
\\V(t)\\2H,(TN) = \\A*V(t)\\2Li,T
(TN)

yields

||v(t)H2,.<(i
+ c|t|

(26)
for t £ [-T,T],

\2h>+r
n/(7
Jo

,dr

which is bounded in a bounded interval -T

< t < T.

C is a

function of finitely many seminorms of if £ OPHMSx, R £ OPHMS°, dR/dt £
OPHMS°, and Pif + (Pif)* e OPHLS° for some L < M which we need not
specify, and of N. Inequality (26) is valid whenever u £ HX([-T,T],HS+X(TN)),
f £ L2([-T,T},HS(TN)), g £ HS+X(TN), and (21) is satisfied. We shall obtain
the solution of the initial value problem (21) as a limit of solutions to the problem

(27)

^V
dt = KJEV + f,

where Je is a Friedrich's

V(0) = g

mollifier on TN defined as the following:

DEFINITION 6. A Friedrich's mollifier on TN is a family, J£, of scalar pseudodifferential operators, 0 < e < 1, such that

Je £ OPS-°°(TN)

for each e £ (0,1],

{J£:0 < £ < 1} is a bounded subset of OPS1°0(TiV), and
Jeu -f u in L2(TN) as £ ^ 0 for each u £ L2(TN).
To construct a Friedrich's mollifier, we multiply £~l£il by a partition of unity for
some coordinate patches on TN.
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Now for each e > 0, if£ = if Je is a continuous linear operator on Ha. Hence
(27) can be considered as a Banach-space valued ordinary differential equation and
to solve it we apply the Picard iteration method (see Dieudonné [3]). Thus, given

g £ H3+X(TN) and / £ C([-T,T},H3+1(TN)),
we can solve (27), producing a
solution V£ £ CX([-T,T},H3+X(TN)). Now since {ife:0 < e < 1} is a bounded

subset of OPHMS¡fi(TN) and {Pif£ + (Pif£)*: 0 < e < 1} is a bounded subset of
OPHLS[°0{TN) for some L < M, we get the estimate (26) for VE:

(28)

||K||^<(1

+ C7|i|)

\g\\h+Jofwmwhdr

with C independent of £, 0 < £ < 1. Now by this estimate, {V£:0 < e <
1} is a bounded subset of C([-T,T],Ha(TN))
given g £ HS+X(TN) and / £

C([-T,T],H3+X(TN)). Since V¿ = K£V£+ f and {if£:0 < £ < 1} is a bounded
subset of OPHMSlo(TN), it follows that {V£':0 < e < 1} is a bounded subset of C([-T,T],H3-X(TN)).
Hence {V£:0 < e < 1} is a bounded subset of
Cl([-T,T],H3-X(TN)).
Furthermore, for each t0 £ [-T,T], {V£(to):0 < £ < 1},
being a bounded subset of H3(TN), is a relatively compact subset of H3~X(TN).
Hence, by Ascoli's theorem [3], there is a sequence e„-»0 such that V£n converges

in C([-T,T},H3~X(TN)) to a limit we call V, which satisfies (21) in the sense of
distributions.
Now let qj £ H'+*(TN) with g3 -» g in H3(TN) and let

f3eC([-T,T],Ha+4(TN)),
with f3 —>/ in C([-T,T],Ha(TN)).

The argument above also produces solutions

V3 to (21) with g,f replaced by g3,f3 with V3 £ C([-T,T},HS+2(TN)). Since
V¡ = KV3 + f3, it follows that V3 £ CX([-T,T},H3+1(TN)). Hence we can apply the energy inequality (26) and conclude that {V3} is a Cauchy sequence in
C([—T,T],H3(TN)).
The limit V solves our system. As for uniqueness, since any

V € C([-T,T},HS(TN)),
solving (21) must belong to CX([-T,T},H3-X(TN)) C
HX([-T,T), H3~X(TN)), the energy inequality (26) with s replaced by 3-2 applies
for a difference of two solutions and we see that the solution is unique.

Q.E.D.

(for Proposition 2).
To return

to our iterative

C([-T,T},HM(TN)),
Then

method

(15), we suppose g £ HM+X(TN),

and dU/dt £ C([-T,T},HM-X(TN)),

U £

where M > AT/2+ 1.

if(Í, x, PfU,..., PU, Dx) £ OPHMSx,
f(t, x, PiU,..., PiU) £ C([-T, T],HM(TN)), and by Proposition 2 system (15) has
a unique solution

V(t,x)eC([-T,T},HM(TN)),
such that (d/dt)V(t,x)
£ C([-T,T], HM~X(TN)). In order to prove convergence
of the iterative method (15), we will construct equations for various derivatives of

V. Set
Voa= D°V,

Via = jtD«V,

U0a = D^U,

Ula = ^U.
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Applying the chain rule to (15) yields
(29)

jtV0a = K(t, x, Pit/oo, ■• •, PiUoo, Dx)V0a
+

E

c,ff^1...w«í...fi¿1...¿}...«¿(

~1-\-a+S = a,o<a

■PiUosi ■■■Pií/06¿i • • • PiU0S[ ■■■PtUos^Kltll...ßiVQa

E

c'o
o-nii...p.i6f..6¡il...6'1...6¡t¡

1+6=a
-i+S=a

S=6l+-+6ll+-+6[+-+t>ll

PiUqsi ■■■PiUos^ ■■•PiUosi1■■■PiUos'^fttn-.pt
and,

(30)
jtV10 = K(t, x, Pit/oo, ..., Pit/oo, DX)V10
i

+ J2PiU1oKiV0ß
+ KtVoß
i=l

+

E

Ccr-,p1...plS1i...S¡¡l...S[...Sll

-1+6+o=ß

(PiUls}PfU0Si ■■• Pit/06¿i • • •PiU0S[• • ■PiUos^
+ ■■■+ PiU06l ■■■PiU0St PiUfst )if^1..wV0(T

+ PiUos¡ ■• -PiUqs^ I ?^PjUiQKnili...ßi+i -w + if7Ml...MltI VQa

+PiU0Si ■--Woe ,Äiw...wVi.

1+S=ß

(PiUfsrPtfosi ■■■PlUos^ ■■■PlU0St■■■Wos^

+ --- + PiUosi---PiUOSi_iPiUuli)
''l

■fllil...lil(t,x,PfU,...,PiU)

+ PfU0Sl ■■■PfUos^ ■■■PiU0S[ ■■■PiUo6tH

■I 2_^PiUwf-mi...pi+i...p.l
+ /-»M1...wt
I
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Here
ifWl...w = if~,Ml...w(t, x,cpf,...,

Ki = Kt(t,x,tpf,...,(pi)

<pi)= DID^\ ... D^K(t,

= D^K(t,x,(pi,...,dji),

x,(f>f,..., <j>i),

i = l,...,l,

and
ft~ipl...ßit

— L>tn.-ipl...p,r

fip.i...pi and f-1ßl,..p,itare defined similarly.
Now we replace U3„ and V3„ by Pja(U) and Pja(V)

respectively where

U = {U0a,Ui0:0 < |q| < M, 0 < \ß\ < M - 1},

(31)

PJC(Ü)= A-(M-'-H)

E

Caß(x,Dx)U3ß.

\ß\=M-j

V and Pjaiy)

are defined similarly. After these replacements system (29), (30)

for V becomes

(32)

§~tV= if (Í, x, PfPooÜ,..., pPooÜ, DX)V
+ $(t,x,PfPooÜ,...,PiPooÜ,V).

Here

if (i, x, PiPoot/,...,

pPootT, Dx) £ OPHMSx

and

$(t,x,PfPooÜ,...,PiP0oÜ,Dx)
contain terms of order < 0.

Now since U,V £ Rmn, it follows that Ü,V £ RK, where

and we have the following.

LEMMA3. Assuming M > N/2 + 1, we find that

exfx

[L2(T")]2™{(Mn+r+r')}

(33)

_> [L2(T^)]-"{(Mr)+(M^-1)}

is a Lipschitz continuous map.

PROOF. Consider the components of $ of the form
i pi

fpi = Il II PiPo6iUKlßl...fil(t,x,PlPooÜ,...,PlPooU,Dx)P0t,V
i=lp=l

and

i

Pi

V>2
= I] J{PiPo6<Uf1pi...pl(^^PiPooÙ,...,PiPooÙ),
i=lp=l

where

7+^+E¿¿¿
i=lp=l

^M>

\<*\<m.
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The map Û -+ Klßl.,.ßl (t, x, P1P00Ü,..., PiPooÜ, Dx) is a Lipschitz map of L2(TN)
into OPHMS1 since Klßl„.ßl(t,x,PfPooÜ,
its arguments.

Consequently,

Klßl...ßl (Í, x, PfPooÜ,...,

for any s £ R. Since P^F

• • • ,PiP00Ü,Dx) is a C°° function of

according to (23),

PiPooÜ, Dx): H3(TN) -» H3-X(TN)

£ j/Aí-W't")

and P06¿C/ £ MM-I{Ü(TN), we

conclude that ipi £ L2(TN) and, being multilinear, is a Lipschitz function of its
arguments. Similarly, the map U —>f(t,x,PiPooU,...,PiPooU)
is a Lipschitz

map of L2(TN) into itself since f(t, x, PfP00Ü(x),...,

PiP00U(x)) £ HM(TN) C

L2(TN). Hence, ip2 £ L2(TN) and is a Lipschitz function of its arguments. A
similar argument controls all the other terms of $. Q.E.D.
Next, we construct a positive definite symmetrizer R(t,x,u¡i,...,wi,Dx)
for
if (t, x, Wf,..., wi, Dx) and substitute P¿PootT for u>¿, i = 1,..., I, which gives us

R(t, x, PiPooÜ,..., PiPooÜ, Dx) £ OPHMS°. Now we can write

(34)

jt(RV,V) = (R(KV + ^),V) + (RV,KV + ^)+^tR^V,V^
= ((RK + K*R)V,V) + (P$, V")+ (RV,<S>)

+ ((Ä' + EP'Piot/Pw,jV>,V>).
By the argument (23) the last three terms are bounded by

B(\\Ü\\L>)\\V\\h+B(\\U\\L,)
for t £ [-T,T],

where B is some function of its arguments. By the same argument

and since

Ü^(RK

+ (RK)*)(t,x, PxPooÜ,..., PiPooÜ,Dx)

is a Lipschitz map of L2(TN) into OPHLS° for some L < M, we obtain the bound

((RK + K*R)V,V)< B(\\Ü\\L1)\\V\\hConsequently, (34) becomes

jt(RV,V)<B'(\\Ü\\L,)(RV,V) + B'(\\Ü\\L,)
and Gronwall's inequality yields

(35)

||V(i)||i,<e/ofl'(ll^l^)*[||V(0)||>a+/*B'(||L>(r)||LOdr
Jo

where V"(0)is defined similar to (31) with

Voa(O)= D%g, Vlß(0)= D^(K(t, g)g)+ D%f,

|a| < M, \ß\ < M - 1.

Note that V0«(0) £ L2(TN) since g £ HM(TN); and Vlß(0) £ L2(TN) since
/ £ HM(TN) and by the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3. So, we can
rewrite (35) as

(36)

||F(r)|Ua<e/otß'(ll^)H^)^ [c^llffll^^+ rS'(||t7(i)lk0rfr .
Jo
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Since by assumption U £ C([-T,T],
U £ C([-T, T],L2(TN)).

HM(TN))i) CX([-T,T],HM-X(TN)),

then

Suppose the norm of U in this space is < Ao where we

pick Ao > 2C0II3II/ÍM+ 1. Pick the t interval fairly small, as follows. Suppose
T < T0 where T0 is so small that, with Pi = sup{|P'(A)|: |A| < A0},
(37)

eT^[C2\\g\\2HM+ToBf)<A2.

It follows from (36) that, under this assumption, ||V^||i,3 < Ao, \t\ < To- Consequently, for such a small t interval, the mapping V = FU arising from (15) maps
tnG set

{Ü €C([-T,T},L2(TN)):\\Ü\\L,

< A0}

into itself.
To check the convergence of Vk = FKU, we need to estimate

the difference

between V = F(U) and Vi = F(Üf). From (32) we get

(38)

^(V - Vf) = K(t, x, PfPooÜ,..., PiPooÜ,DX)V
- K(t,x,PiPoot/i,. •.,P1P00Ü1,Dx)Vx
+ <¡>(t,X,Ü,V)-<lr(t,X,Ü1,Vl)

= K(t,x,PfPooÜ,...,PiPooÜ,DX)(V - Vf)
+ [if (t, x, PiPooÜ, Dx) - K(t, x, PiPooÜi,Dx)}Vf

+ $(t,x,Ü,V)-$(t,x,Ül,Vi)
= K(t, x, PP00Ü, DX)(V - Vt) + A
where, with the aid of Lemma 3, we have

(39)

.

.

.

ll^llz-3(TíV) < C||LT-^l||l,3(T~)[||Vri||ííi(TN)+C7i]-|-C72[||F||L2(TAr)-r-||Vri||í,2(TN)].

Now, if we set Û = {Uoa, Ufß: \a\ < M + 1, \ß\ < M} and define V similarly, (15)
gives rise to V — FU and the proof of (35) extends to

\\V(t)\\L, <e/r>'(ll^ll^

rC?||ff||^M+1+ f B'(\\Û(r)\\L,)dT .
Jo

Pick Af > 2Cf\\g\\HM+i + 1, supposing g £ HM+X(TN). Let T, be such that if

||#(i)IU* < ^1 for |i| < Tf, then
(40)

\\V(t)\\L, < Af,

\t\<Tf.

This implies

(41)

\\V(t)\\Ht<CAf,

\t\<Tu

and furthermore FUÜ satisfies the estimate (41) for v = 1,2,3,....

Now (38), (39),

and (41) yield

(42)

Uñí) - Vx(t)\\v< A2f \\Ü(r)- fJxOOlU,
dr,
Jo
<A2Tf sup \\Ü(t)-Öi(t)\\L7.
|r|<T,

\t\< Tf
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It follows from equation (42) that F"Ü will converge to a limit as v -* oo, in

C([-T0,T0],L2(TN)), provided T0 < min(T,Ti) and A2T0 < 1. The limit, w,
must be of the form {woa,Wfß: \a\ < M, \ß\ < M - 1} for some

u»6C([-r0,r0],ii','(Tw))nd1([-To>ro],fri'-1(T,*r))
and w must solve (14). Since the terms FUÛ are bounded in L°°([-TQ, T0], L2(TN)),
we can see that w £ L°°([-To,To],L2(TN)),
i.e.
weL°°([-T0,T0},

HM+X(T))

and

dw/dteL°°([-To,To],

HM(TN)).

To prove uniqueness, let w\ be another solution to (14) with similar regularity.

Then (42) implies
\\w(t) - Wf(t)\\L2

< A2

Jo

\\w(t)

- Wf(r)\\L2

dr

which immediately gives us w(t) = wi(t) or w(t) = w\(t).
We summarize the following.

THEOREM2. GivenM > N/2 + 1, letge HM+X(TN). Then for T sufficiently
small, the iterative method (15) converges to a unique solution U of (la) with

UeC({-T,T},HM(TN))nL°°([-T,T},HM+1(TN)),

dU/dt £ C([-T,T],HM-l(TN))

n L°°([-T,T],HM(TN))

provided (14) is either symmetric hyperbolic or strictly hyperbolic.

V. Conclusion.

Now we can solve the Cauchy problem (9).

THEOREM 3. System (9), being symmetric hyperbolic or strictly hyperbolic, has
a unique solution U on \—T, T] x TN, provided M > N/2 + 1 and T small enough,
and

^UeC([-T,T},HM~3-x(TN))r)L0O([-T,T},HM-3(TN)),

0<j<m-l.

eft-*

Coming back to the original problem (1), we have the following result:

THEOREM 4. Provided M > N/2 + 1, the Cauchy problem for a system (1)
of nonlinear equations with hypotheses (a),(b), (c), (d) has a unique solution ü on

\-T,T) xTN, suchthat
p-uteC({-T,T},HM-3(TN))nL°°([-T,T},HM-3+x(TN)),

i = l,...,n,

ifT is small enough.

j = 0,...,m,
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